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ABSTRACT. - We apply a result of Nagano to prove that an integrable
almost tangent manifold M endowed with a vector field satisfying similar
properties to those satisfied by the canonical vector field of a vector bundle
admits a unique vector bundle structure such that M is isomorphic to a
tangent bundle. Thus we obtain a characterization of tangent bundles. This
characterization was obtained by Crampin et al. and Filippo et al. in a

different way. We also extend the result to stable tangent bundles. An

application to reduction of degenerate autonomous and non-autonomous
Lagrangian systems is given.

Key words : Tangent bundles, stable tangent bundles, almost tangent and stable tangent
structures.

Nous utilisons un resultat du a Nagano pour demontrer qu’une
variete tangente presque integrable M equipee d’un champ de vecteurs
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obeissant a des propriétés similaires a celles satisfaites par Ie champ de
vecteurs canonique d’un fibre vectoriel admet une structure de fibre vectoriel
unique telle que M soit isomorphe a un fibre tangent. Nous obtenons ainsi
une caracterisation des fibres tangents. Cette derniere a ete aussi obtenue

par Crampin et al. ainsi que par Filippo et 2/. de maniere differente. Nous
etendons ce resultat aux fibres tangents stables. Nous appliquons ce resultat
a la reduction des systemes lagrangiens autonomes degeneres ou bien non
autonomes.

1. INTRODUCTION

The problem of the characterization of tangent bundles has been recently
studied by several authors ([2], [5], [13]). Since the tangent bundle of an
arbitrary manifold possesses a canonical almost tangent structure the starting
point is to consider an almost tangent manifold M. If M is integrable and
satisfies some global hypothesis, then it is possible to prove that M is an
affine bundle modelled on the tangent bundle T Q of some manifold Q and
hence diffeomorphic to it. Moreover, if the affine bundle admits a global
section, then M is isomorphic to TQ via the isomorphism induced by the
section. Similar results were obtained for cotangent bundles (see [12]). A
different approach is due to Filippo et al. [5]. In fact these last authors prove
that if an integrable almost tangent manifold M endowed with a vector
field satisfies some global hypothesis, then there exists on M a maximal
tangent bundle atlas and, hence M is a tangent bundle. However, this last
fact is not sufficiently emphasized by Filippo et al.!

There exists an early approach in the case of the characterization of
cotangent bundles due to Nagano [10]. In fact, Nagano proves that if M
is a differentiable manifold endowed with a vector field satisfying the
same properties of those satisfied by the canonical vector field of a vector
bundle, then there exists a unique bundle structure on M over the singular
submanifold S of the vector field. If, moreover, M is an exact sympletic
manifold then M is isomorphic to the cotangent bundle T* S, indeed as
symplectic vector bundles.

In the present paper we use the ideas of Nagano to give a characterization
of tangent and stable tangent bundles. In fact, we give a different proof
of the result of Filippo et al. [5]: if M is an integrable almost tangent
manifold endowed with a vector field C which satisfies the properties of
the Liouville vector field of a tangent bundle, then there exists a unique
vector bundle structure on M isomorphic to T S (6’ being the singular
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3TANGENT AND STABLE TANGENT BUNDLES

submanifold) and such that the Liouville vector field and the canonical
almost tangent structure of TS’ are transported via the isomorphism to C
and the almost tangent structure on M, respectively. Similar results are
obtained for integrable almost stable tangent manifolds.

All these problems are interesting for Mechanics. In fact, tangent and
stable tangent bundles are the natural framework where the Lagrangian
formalism is developed in the autonomous and non-autonomous cases,
respectively [9]. Also, in the reduction of degenerate Lagrangian systems
one obtains local regular Lagrangians with the same dynamical information
and defined on some integrable almost tangent or stable tangent manifold
according to the Lagrangian be autonomous or not ([ 1 ], [7], [6]). To do this,
we project the geometric structures on TQ and R x T Q (the phase space of
velocities and the evolution space, respectively) to the quotient spaces by
the gauge distribution. Then it is important to have some criteria to decide if
these manifolds are globally tangent or stable tangent bundles. It is amazing
that under the hypotheses for the projectiveness we deduce that the quotient
spaces are in fact tangent and stable tangent bundles, respectively.
The paper is structured as follows. In section 2, we recall the main results

of Nagano. In section 3, we obtain the characterization of tangent bundles
and in section 4 we extend the results to the case of almost stable tangent
bundles. Finally, in section 5 we apply the results of these two last sections
to study the dynamics of degenerate Lagrangian systems.

2. CHARACTERIZATION OF VECTOR BUNDLES

Let M be a differentiable manifold and X a vector field on M. If
x E M is a singular point of X , i.e. 0, then we define the
characteristic operator of X at x as the linear endomorphism

TxM --+ TxM given by

~nx~~ ~1 ~ - ~ Y~ ~

where V is an arbitrary linear connection on M. It is easy to prove that
does not depend on B7. In fact, choose local coordinates on

M and put

Then

since x is a singular point.

Vol. 61, n° 1-1994.
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Now, let M be the total space of a vector bundle M 2014~ N. Then the
canonical vector field of the vector bundle M is the infinitesimal generator
C of the global flow on M induced by the scalar multiplication on each
fibre. This vector field satisfies the following properties:

(i) C generates a global one-parameter transformation group on M.
(ii) For each point x EM, there exists a unique lim (exp tC) (x),

where exp tC denotes the flow of C.

(iii) The characteristic operator associated to C satisfies
= for each singular point x of C.

(iv) The set S of the singular points of C is a submanifold of M of
codimension = rank for all x E 5’.

In fact, choose bundle coordinates (xi, on M, where (xi ) are

coordinates in Nand are coordinates in the fibre. Then C is locally
expressed by

Hence the singular set 8 of C is the zero section of M, and so, it is

diffeomorphic to N.

Nagano [ 10] has proved the converse:

THEOREM 2.1. - Suppose that there exists a vector field C on a manifold
M satisfying the above conditions (i)-(iv). Then there exists a unique vector
bundle structure on M such that C is the canonical vector field.
We give a sketch of the proof. If S is the singular submanifold, we put

for each ~ E 9. Then N (9) is the normal bundle of 5’ in M, i.e.,

Moreover we have

Then we can define a N (S) 2014~ M as follows. We first define
the exponential map exp : E 2014~ M with respect to some linear connection,
where E is a sphere bundle E c N ( S) and then we extend (~ to N (9).
This construction is possible from the properties of C. Moreover (~ becomes
a diffeomorphism and then the vector bundle structure on N (S) 2014~ S is
transferred to M 2014~ S in such a way that C becomes the canonical vector
field of M -~ S.

de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique theorique



5TANGENT AND STABLE TANGENT BUNDLES

As a direct consequence we have the following

COROLLARY 2. 1. - Two vector bundles are isomorphic if and only if there
exists a diffeomorphism which preserves the canonical vector fields.

3. CHARACTERIZATION OF TANGENT BUNDLES

Let Q be a differentiable manifold and T Q its tangent bundle. Let J
be the canonical almost tangent structure on T Q. J is a (1, 1 )-type tensor
field locally expressed by

where vi) are bundle coordinates for TQ (see [9]). Let C be the
canonical vector field on T Q; C is usually called the Liouville vector field
on TO and it is locally given by

A direct computation in local coordinates shows that

Obviously, C satisfies the conditions (i)-(iv) since it is the canonical
vector field of TQ.
Now, we prove the converse.

THEOREM 3.1. - Let M be a 2n-dimensional manifold endowed with an
integrable almost tangent structure J and C a vector field on M satisfying
(3.1 ), i.e.,

If C also satisfies the conditions (i)-(iv), then there exists a unique vector
bundle structure on M which is isomorphic to the tangent bundle T,S’ of
the singular submanifold ,S’ of C. Moreover this isomorphism transports the
canonical almost tangent structure and the Liouville vector field of T,S’ to
J and C, respectively.

Proof - Since J is integrable then there exist adapted local coordinates
(xi, ~i) in such a way that J is locally given by

Vol. 61, n° 1-1994.
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Suppose that C is locally written by

where ~ = Ai (x, ~/), B~ = Bi (x, ~) . From JC = 0 we have Ai = 0,
and from LCJ = - J we have

Hence, we may define a new system of local coordinates by

Thus we obtain

and moreover are also adapted coordinates for J. As a first

consequence we deduce that the singular submanifold S defined by C has
dimension n.

Now, by Nagano’ s theorem we obtain a unique vector bundle structure
on Mover 9 such that C is the canonical vector field. This isomorphism
~ is the one defined from N (S’) to M:

where 7r is the canonical projection and 7r’ is the induced projection via ~.
Note that in coordinates y ) the characteristic operator AC is given by

at each point x ~ S. Therefore, from (2.2) and (2.3) it follows

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique theorique



7TANGENT AND STABLE TANGENT BUNDLES

and then J : TS 2014~ N (S) is a diffeomorphism. In fact, this diffeomorphism
is a vector bundle isomorphism

where TS : T S --+ S is the canonical projection. Combining both results
we obtain a vector bundle isomorphism

which applies the canonical vector C s field of ~’S to C. Moreover we can

directly check that the following diagram is commutative:

where JS denotes the canonical almost tangent structure on 

Finally, the unicity is a direct consequence of Corollary 2.1. D

Remark 3.1. - It would not be necessary to assume conditions (iii) and

(iv) in the statement of Theorem 3.1, because thay are a direct consequence
of (3.2). In fact, the singular set S, locally defined by the vanishing of the

coordinates ~ , is a regular submanifold of M of dimension n and, from
(3.3) it follows that rank = n and = for all xES.

Vol. 61, n° 1-1994.
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Remark 3.2. - In the approach of Filippo et al. [5] these authors prove
that under the hypotheses of Theorem 3.1 there exists on M a maximal

tangent bundle atlas. As a direct consequence M becomes a tangent bundle,

say M = T S. Our approach enphasizes this result.

4. CHARACTERIZATION OF STABLE TANGENT BUNDLES

Let R x TQ be a stable tangent bundle of an n-dimensional differentiable
manifold Q with canonical projection x TQ --3 Q. The Liouville
vector field C and the canonical almost tangent structure J on TQ may
be canonically extended to R x TQ. Then we construct a new tensor field
J of type (1, 1) on R x TQ by

Then

where (t, q2, vi) are local coordinates on R x T Q. Thus

It is clear that C is the canonical vector field of the vector bundle

R x TQ  R x Q. Also the vector field t + C on R x TQ is
the canonical vector field of the vector bundle R x TQ -&#x3E; Q. Furthermore,
we have

Bearing in mind the properties ( 1 )-(3) above, Oubina [11] ] has introduced
the notion of almost stable tangent structures as follows.

DEFINITION 4.1. - Let M be a differentiable manifold of dimension 2n -f-1.
A triple ( J, cv, ~), where J is a tensor field of type ( 1, 1 ), w is a 1-form

and ç is a vector field on M such that

is called an almost stable tangent structure and the manifold M an almost

stable tangent manifold.

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincare - Physique theorique



9TANGENT AND STABLE TANGENT BUNDLES

The integrability of an almost stable tangent structure was established
in [8]:

PROPOSITION 4.1. - An almost stable tangent struc_ture (J, L~, 

integrable if and only if the tensor NJ of J vanishes and w
is closed.

Here the integrability means that around each point there exists a system
of local coordinates (t, xi, yi) (called adapted coordinates) such that

In other words, (J, w, ç) is integrable if and only if it is locally isomorphic
to the canonical almost stable tangent structure on IR x T Q.

THEOREM 4.1. - Let M be a (2n -~ 1 )-dimensio_nal manifold endowed with
an integrable almost stable tangent structure ( J, w, ç) such that w is an
exact 1 form, say w = df, and C a vector field on M satisfying (4.1 ), i.e.,

v v - , sr y v - v

where J = J - úJ 0 ç. Suppose that the vector field C = f ~ + C satisfies
the conditions (i)-(iv). Then there exists a unique vector bundle structure on
Mover S, where S is the singular submanifold of C, which is isomorphic
to the stable tangent bundle R x TS. Moreover this isomorphism transports
the canonical almost stable tangent structure and the canonical vector field
of R x to J and C, respectively.

Proof. - Let (t, xi, yi) be a system of local coordinates adapted to
( J, cv, ç). We have

Suppose that C is locally given by

Since JC = 0, we obtain T = 0 and Ai = 0. Moreover, from LCJ = - J
and (4.2) we deduce

Then we have a new adapted coordinate system (t, defined by

Vol. 61, n° 1-1994.
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C and C are actually written as follows:

Hence the singular submanifold S of C has dimension n. According to
Nagano’s theorem we deduce that there exists a unique vector bundle
structure on M over 9 such that C is the canonical vector field. In fact,
we have the following commutative diagram:

where N (8) = {X E = is the normal
bundle of S. From (2.1) and (4.3) it follows that Çx E N (5’).,, for
each xES. On the other hand, we define a vector bundle isomorphism
: R x TS -~ N (S) bv

Thus, we have the following commutative diagram:

where TS : R x 9 is the canonical projection. Now,
~ R x vector bundle isomorphism which transports
the canonical almost stable tangent structure and the canonical vector field
of R x TS to J and C respectively. 0

Remark 4.1. - As in section 3, it is not necessary to assume conditions

(iii) and (iv). They are now a direct consequence of (4.3).

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique théorique
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5. AN APPLICATION TO DEGENERATE LAGRAGIAN SYSTEMS

Let L : TQ -~ R be a Lagrangian function and aL = J* (dL)
(resp. WL = -daL) the Poincaré-Cartan 1-form (resp. 2-form). If C

is the Liouville vector field on TQ then the energy associated to L is
EL = CL - L and the Euler-Lagrange equations corresponding to L can
be written in the intrinsic form

We say that L is regular if the Hessian matrix of L with repect to the
velocities is non-singular. Hence L is regular if and only
if CJJ L is symplectic. In such a case there exists a unique vector field ~
on T Q such that

~L is called the Euler-Lagrange vector field and it has the following
properties :

( 1 ) ~ is a second-order differential equation (SODE), (i. e., = C);

(2) the paths of ~ are the solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations

If L is degenerate then (5.1) will not possesses a globally defined solution
in general, and even if it exists it will not be unique nor SODE. We say
that a degenerate Lagrangian L admits a global dynamics if there exists a
vector field X on TQ such that

Let K = ker cvL = ~ X E T = 0} be the characteristic
distribution of I~ is called the gauge distribution. If we suppose that

has constant rank 2r (i.e., WL is a presymplectic structure of rank 2r)
then K is an involutive distribution of dimension 2 dim Q - 2r.

In order to study the reduction of degenerate Lagrangians we assume
that the following conditions are satisfied:

(Al) WL is presymplectic;
(A2) L admits a global dynamics;
(A3 ) the foliation defined by K is a fibration; i. e. , (TQ)o = TQ / K

has a structure of quotient manifold such that the canonical projection
7r~ : TQ 2014~ is a surjective submersion.

Vol. 61, n° 1-1994.
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Cantrijn et al. [1] have obtained a classification of Lagrangians in three
types accordingly to the dimension of K n V (TQ), where V(TQ) is the
vertical distribution.

Type I: dim K = dim K n V (TQ) = 0,
Type II: dim K = 2 dim K n V 0,

Type III: dim K  2 dim K n V (TQ).
Lagrangians of type I are precisely regular Lagrangians. A Lagrangian L

is of type II if and only if J (K) = K n V (TQ). If L is of type II and it
admits a global dynamics, then there exists a SODE ç on TQ such that

The following properties were proved in [ 1 ] :
( 1 ) ~ projects onto (TQ)o to a vector field ~
(2) EL projects onto (TQ)o to a function Eo;
(3) Moreover, if K is a tangent distribution (i.e., K is the natural lift of

a distribution D on Q, see [ 1 ] ) then J and C projects onto (TQ)o to an
integrable almost tangent structure Jo and to a vector field Co.

If L satisfies (Al), (A2), (A3) and K is a tangent distribution, we deduce
that (TQ)o is an integrable almost tangent manifold with almost tangent
structure Jo and a vector field Co such that

because JC = 0 and LCJ = - J. Since C is complete we deduce that
Co is complete too, in such a way that the flow of Co is precisely the
projection of the flow of C, i.e.,

Hence there exists lim (exp tCo) (xo) and it is unique.
Thus, from Theorem 3.1, we have

PROPOSITION 5.1. - (TQ)o has a unique structure of vector bundle which
is isomorphic to the tangent bundle T S of the singular manifold S of
Co. Moreover this isomorphism transports the canonical almost tangent
structure and the Liouville vector field of T,S’ to Jo and Co, respectively.

Furthermore, under the above hypothesis, Cantrijn et al. have proved that
there exists a local regular Lagrangian Lo on (TQ)o such that Lo 03C0L and L
are gauge equivalent, and hence, they give the same dynamical information.
Actually, we have proved that this local Lagrangian Lo is in fact defined
on some bona fide tangent bundle T S.

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincare - Physique theorique
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As an illustration we can consider the dynamics of an electron in a
monopole field [5]. There are no a global regular Lagrangian description,
but there exists a global degenerate Lagrangian description. In fact, the
configuration manifold is Q = SU (2) x R and the global degenerate
Lagrangian L is defined on TQ = T (SU (2) x The gauge distribution

is

where X3 is the fundamental vector field of U (1) ~ S1 in the Hopf bundle
SU (2) ~ S3 ~ S2. Then a direct computation shows that

Next, we shall give an application of Theorem 4.1 to degenerate non-
autonomous Lagrangian systems.

Let L : R x T Q 2014~ R be a non-autonomous Lagrangian function and
8L = = -d8L ) the Poincare-Cartan 1-form (resp. 2-
form), where J = J - C (g) dt. The motions equations corresponding to
L are globally written as

A direct computation shows that L is regular if and only if (2L, dt) is

a cosymplectic structure on R x TQ. In such a case there exists a unique
vector field ~L on R x TQ such that

As in the autonomous case, ~L is called the Euler-Lagrange vector field
and we have

(1) ~L is a non-autonomous SODE, (i.e., J~L - + C), and
(2) the solutions of ~L are the solutions of the Euler-Lagrange equations

As in the autonomous case, if L is degenerate then (5.2) will not possess a
globally defined solution in general, and even if it exists it will be neither
unique nor a non-automomous SODE.
The gauge distribution is defined by ..

In order to study the reduction of degenerate non-autonomous

Lagrangians we assume that the following conditions are satisfied:

Vol. 61, n° 1-1994.
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(NA1) dt) is a precosymplectic structure of rank 2r (i.e.,
or 0 = 0).
(NA2) L admits a global dynamics X ; that is, there exists a solution

of (5.2).
(NA3) the foliation defined by K is a fibration.
We remark that (NA1) implies (NA2) (see [3], [4], [7]). The canonical

projection is denoted by 7rL : R x T Q --+ (R x 
The reduction of L was studied by de Leon, Mello and Rodrigues (see

[7]) and Ibort and Marin (see [6]). Furthermore, these last authors have
obtained a classification of degenerate non-autonomous Lagrangians in three
types accordingly to the dimension of K n V (R x TQ), where V (R x TQ)
is the vertical subbundle of T (R x TQ) corresponding to the projection
R  TQ ~ R  Q.

Type I: dim K = dim K ~ V (R  TQ) = 0,
Type II: dim K = 2 dim K n V (R x TQ) / 0,
Type III: dim K  2 dim K n V (R x TQ).
Lagrangians of type I are precisely regular Lagrangians. A Lagrangian

If L is of type II and it admits a global dynamics, then there exists a
non-autonomous SODE ç on R x TQ such that

Suppose that L is the type II and it satisfies (NA1), (NA2) and (NA3).
Then dt) projects onto a cosymplectic structure (2o, 7]0) on the
quotient manifold (R x and ç onto a vector field ço such that

Moreover, if K is an s-tangent distribution (i.e., K is the natural lift of an
involutive distribution D on R x Q) then (see de Leon et al. [7]) J, 
and the Liouville vector field C project onto a (1, l)-type tensor field Jo,
a vector field To and a vector field Co, respectively, in such a way that

Z’o a ~o ) is an integrable almost stable tangent structure. Also, we can
prove that there exists a local regular Lagrangian Lo defined on some open
subset of (R x TQ)/K such that Lo o 7rL and L are gauge equivalent.

Furthermore, suppose that the distribution D on R x Q is tangent to Q, i. e. ,

where D is an involutive distribution on Q. Notice that dt (X) = 0 for any
X E K. In such a case it is easy to see that ( ~ x TQ)/~ ~ R x (TQ / K)
and further the almost tangent structure J projects onto an almost tangent

Annales de l’Institut Henri Poincaré - Physique theorique
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structure Jo on Also, = dt, To = and Jo = Jo -I- ~ To.
Then, we can apply Theorem 4.1 and conclude that

COROLLARY 5.1. - x T~)/.Ff ’" IR x has a unique structure of
vector bundle over ,S’ which is isomorphic to IR x T,5‘, where ,5’ is the singular
submanifold of Co. This isomorphism transports the canonical almost stable
tangent structure and the canonieal vector field of IR x T,S‘ to Jo and Co,
where Co = To + G‘o .

Consequently, the local Lagrangians Lo are in fact defined on some bone
fide stable tangent bundle R x T,S’.
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